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In this work, a fully virtual workflow describing mass trans-
fer at the fiber scale inside of a hollow fiber membrane con-
tactor was used to access overall contactor performances. To
do so, fiber geometry was described using limited information.
Then a CFD code was used to compute fluid and solute concen-
tration transport over a range of Reynolds number (1 to 400),
with no adjustable parameters. Those results compared suc-
cessfully with a correlation established over numerous experi-
ments in resembling cases. Then, fiber scale CFD results were
broadcast to the contactor scale using porous medium formu-
lation. Validation against contactor scale experiments was suc-
cessful. Finally this workflow was compared to two other nu-
merical approaches, including one relying on case-specific cor-
relation. While all produced satisfactory results, this workflow
performed slightly better. Results reported emerge quasi ex ni-
hilo, solely considering geometrical properties of the contactor
at the fiber scale. Thus, the proposed procedure paves the way
toward in silico contactor conception, testing and upscalling.
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1. Introduction
Initially developed as artificial lungs, hollow fiber membrane
conctactors have now spread to other fields: natural gas
sweetening (1), post-combustion carbon capture (2, 3), bio-
gas upgrading (4, 5) or water desalination (6). All of this
thanks to their ability to put in non-dispersive contact gas
and liquid with a high interfacial area (7–10). Neverthe-
less, membrane contactors deployment at an industrial scale
is conditioned to fine characterisation of the mass transfer
phenomena at stake and the relevant upscalling procedures.
This is with these objectives in mind that this work was un-

dergone. The context of this study is biogas (CO2/CH4) pu-
rification, as this technology emerges with great promises in
this field (11).

Understanding the phenomena at stake during binary mix-
ture purification can be complex, as pointed out by Fourgerit
in (12). All in all, the species fluxes from gas to liquid are
functions of three mass transfer resistances: gas phase resis-
tance (within the fiber lumen), membrane phase resistance,
and liquid phase resistance. While the first one is classically
negligible before the two others, membrane and liquid phase
resistances can be of the same order of magnitude. Proper
evaluation membrane resistance requires rarefied gas formu-
lation inside the membrane, as shown in (13). Liquid phase
resistance is classically determined experimentally (14–17).
This evaluation method provides to a global mass transfer
resistance value or correlation, readily usable for simple ge-
ometry contactor (Fig. 1 (Left)). While valuable, it hinders
the possibility to finely account for inner elements, such as
baffles (Fig. 1 (Right) and (Middle)) when leading an up-
scaling procedure. This is all the more detrimental given the
fact that those inner elements have consistently been shown
to enhance mass transfer inside of the contactor (18).

In addition to the experimental approach, numerical mod-
elling can also contribute to contactor performances deter-
mination. In this regard, mass transfer performances can be
deduced form fiber scale modelling by coupling local mass
tranfer and local flow around a fiber. At this scale, 2D mod-
elling is generally adopted. The codes consider a fiber in its
radial direction and describes mass transfer in the different
phases. Usually, only one fiber is described. Liquid side can
be simplified through mass transfer coefficient or fully re-
solved with CFD (21–25). Even though precise, those mod-
els cannot account for the impact of a baflle, as they only
consider the vicinity of a fiber. At the contactor level, 1D and
2D models can be encountered. 1D models split the contactor
along its axis and locally estimate mass transfer coefficients
in the different phases of the system (gas, membrane, liquid)
(26–29). Sadly, these models cannot account for baffle pres-
ence as the later induces a 2D flow pattern. 2D models split
the contactor in both axial and radial directions (30). Thus
they can account for the flow motion around the baffle. Hence
they can describe how flow acceleration reduces mass trans-
fer resistance locally. Still both 1D and 2D contactor models
need to be provided with mass transfer resistance values or
correlation. The later are obtained from experiments, hence
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Fig. 1. Different types of hollow fiber membrane contactor. Left - simple countercurrent conctactor (19, 20). Right - single baffle contactor, the one used in this study. Middle
- fully baffled contactor (18). Grey lines: fibers, black arrows: flow patterns.

they depend on the operating conditions range over which
they were produced.

The purpose of this work was to link local mass transfer re-
sistance around a fiber, obtained numerically, and contactor
scale performances. To do so, fiber geometry was described
as faithfully as possible, given the limited information avail-
able on their packing. Then a CFD code was used to compute
fluid flow around the fibers and solute concentration transport
- migrating from gas to liquid -. In addition, because the flow
is not always parallel of perpendicular to the fibers (Fig. 1
(b) and (c), bent arrows), the effect of the flow to fiber an-
gle on mass transfer resistance was also investigated. During
this procedure, no adjustable factor were introduced. The
idea of computing macroscopic physical properties based on
faithful description of microscopic phenomena is a procedure
nowadays rising into power. Indeed it has been made possi-
ble over the past decade thanks to the increase in computa-
tional power. It was successfully applied to granlunar me-
dia, packed or even rocks permeability determination (31–
33), heat exchanger (34–36), membrane for distilation (37)
or static mixer design (38, 39).

In order to assess the reliability of the proposed workflow,
it was validated at two different scales. The first one was
the fiber scale. Considering that the fibers packed inside of
the contactor form a bundle of tubes, it was possible to com-
pare the CFD results to established correlations. To do so
we chose to rely on well established Whitaker’s work (40),
who reviewed the literature and proposed correlation (Eq. 1,
valid for Reynold below 200 and Schmidt between 0.7 and

760, shell side porosity below 0.65) for a flow configuration
perpendicular to a bundle of staggered tubes. One should
note that this work is reported using Whitaker’s terminol-
ogy, meaning that Reynolds and Sherwood numbers defini-
tions (Eq. 2 and 3) take into account the porosity of the fiber
packing (ε). In terms of wording, we used the mass transfer
coefficient (k) in addition to the mass transfer resistance, the
one being the inverse of the second.

Sh= 2Re1/2Sc1/3 (1)

Re=
Q

Sin
dfo

ν(1− ε) (2)

Sh=
kdfo

D

ε

1− ε (3)

Sc= ν

D
(4)

The second validation step took place at the contactor
scale, using previously published experiments (30). For this,
we used pure gas absorption experiments, as this configura-
tion nullifies gas and membrane phase mass transfer resis-
tance, leaving only the liquid one. Full CFD description of a
contactor was not an option. Thus, we relied on local porous
medium approach already developed in (12, 30). In short, the
contactor was considered as a porous medium governed by
Darcy’s law. Still one should that note that because of fiber
alignment (Fig. 1 (b)), the bundle has to be considered as an
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Fig. 2. Fiber hexagonal packing schematic, cut view observed from the top. Shaded areas: sub elements. Dashed edges; possible ones, continuous edge: chosen one.
Upward flow

anisotropic porous medium. With this approach, local veloc-
ity (hence Reynolds) values and local flow to fiber angle were
obtained and correlated to local Sherwood values computed
in the first part of this work. Hence, the contactor model
did not rely on a correlation but directly on fiber scale CFD
results. Finally, these predictions were confronted to experi-
mental observations as well as compared to other numerical
procedures.

2. Fiber packing and computational geome-
try
The hollow fiber membrane contactor used in this study was
the Liqui-Cel Extra-Flow 2.5x8" cartridge fitted with type
X-50 fibers. Using manufacturer data and other researchers
work, it was possible to assess for the inner geometry of the
contactor. The parameters used for the coming calculations
are summarized in Table 1. On one hand, given the fact that
the cartridge holding the fiber has a torus shape, one can com-
pute its cross sectional area (knowing its effective inner and
outer diameters). On the other hand, effective fiber cross sec-
tional area can be determined by multiplying individual fiber
cross section by the number of fiber. The ratio of those two
quantities yielding the fiber packing compactness (Eq. 5):

a=
Nfπ

d2
fo

4

π
d2

co−d2
ci

4

' 0.55 (5)

In order to go one step further and determine the actual
fiber center to center distance (lf ), one has to assume a pack-
ing. In our case, we assumed classical hexagonal packing
of cylinders. Even though this assumption can be discussed
(43–45), it seemed to be the only reasonable assumption
without further knowledge. Figure 2 presents a schematic
view of this packing as well as some of its basic elements.

The spacing can easily be determined considering a triangu-
lar sub part of the packing. The compactness of this element
is a function of lf and dfo, as given in Eq. 6. In our case,
with a compactness of 0.55 (thus a shell side porosity ε of
0.45) and an outer fiber diameter of 300 µm, the fiber center
to center distance was about 385 µm.

a=
π
d2

fo

8√
3

4 l2f

(6)

Now that the inner geometry of the contactor has been de-
termined, the question of the computational domain for the
study can be addressed. From a purely mathematical perspec-
tive, a lot of possibilities exists - the main constraint being to
reproduce the larger domain through symmetry planes. Luck-
ily, this packing features numerous symmetry planes. Figure
2 reports some of the base units that could be used for flow
computation. In our case, we favoured the fourth one as base
unit for our geometries. The main reason for this choice was
that it contains a fiber in full in its core. Thus, the wake be-
hind the fiber can be resolved by the solver.

Before moving on, two comments have to be drawn. First,
we only considered a base unit of the geometry. Thus proper
computational domain size convergence would have to be
led. This, in order to identify how many time this base units
has to be duplicated in order to see computed value conver-
gence. Second, the former comment was drawn on Figure 2
basis, i.e. an upward flow perpendicular to the fibers leading
to a purely 2D geometry. This configuration is only one of
the many possible inside an hollow fiber membrane contac-
tor. Indeed, as presented in Figure 1, flows can take a wide
variety of angle with respect to the fibers. In order to cover
the extend of the possible flow configurations, our computa-
tions were carried out in 3D with varying flow to fiber incli-
nation angle, namely 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 90°. All in all,
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Characteristic Symbol Value Reference

Fiber outer radius dfo 300 µm Membrana datasheet
X-50 fiber membrane porosity εf 0.4 Membrana datasheet
X-50 fiber membrane thickness τf 40 µm Membrana datasheet
X-50 fiber membrane tortuosity τf 3 Membrana datasheet
Cartridge effective outer diameter dco 4.64 10−2 m (41)
Cartridge effective inner diameter dci 2.10 10−2 m (41, 42)
Number of fiber Nf 10200 (42)
Fiber external specific surface area s 7334 m2/m3 (30)

Table 1. Cartridge and bundle of fiber characteristics for Liqui-Cel Extra-Flow 2.5x8" X-50 fiber type contactor

the base unit dimensions were lf ,
√

3lf ,
√

3lf and over x, y
and z respectively. The choice of the base unit height being
discussed in the coming section.

Walls:
∇P.~n = 0
~u = ~0
C = 1 mol/m3

Symmetry

Outlet:
P = 0 Pa
∇~u.~n = ~0
∇C.~n = 0

Inlet:
∇P.~n = 0
~u.~n = −Q/Sin

C = 0 mol/m3

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the case setup for a base unit in the case of 0° inclination
angle. Upward flow

3. Flow model
Fluid flows around the fibers were calculated using incom-
pressible steady state Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. 7 and 8),
with no body force. The choice of steady state simulation
was based on characteristic times comparison. Three times
were considered:

• the time for liquid and gas to invade the contactor when
starting up (volume divided by flow rate) is about 2.5
seconds for the lowest flow rate used in this study

• the time for gas to diffuse through a liquid filled mem-

brane (e2
f/
Dεf
τf

, withD taken as CO2-liquid water dif-

fusion coefficient, D = 1.71 10−9 m2/s (46)) is around
7.0 seconds

• time for which contactors are operated is usually
higher than one hour

Operation time being much higher than the times required
for the physical phenomena to set up, transient state was dis-

carded in our study. As aforementioned, because the fibers
are closely packed, turbulence is unlikely to happen in actual
operating conditions. Thus, the flow was assumed to be lam-
inar over the whole range of inlet flow rates. This assumption
alleviated the question of which turbulence model to chose.
Yet it would have to be later validated.

∇.~u= 0 (7)

~u∇.~u=−∇P
ρ

+ν∇2~u (8)

Dissolved mass transport was computed using classical
steady state transport equation (Eq. 9). This concentration
was assumed to be low enough not to have any retroaction
on the flow (viscosity variation, buoyancy effects nor normal
velocity at the interface):

∇.(~uC) =−∇.(−D∇C) (9)

At the inlet, the flow rate and a null solute concentration
were specified while the pressure was set freely by the solver:

~u.~n=− Q

Sin
(10)

∇P.~n= 0 (11)

C = 0 mol/m3 (12)

At the outlet, the fluid and the solute could leave the do-
main freely under constant null relative pressure condition:

∇~u.~n=~0 (13)

P = 0 Pa (14)

∇C.~n= 0 (15)

On the walls, no slip condition was applied to the fluid
motion, while the concentration was set to a constant value
of unity:

~u=~0 (16)

∇P.~n= 0 (17)

C = 1 mol/m3 (18)

Figure 3 presents an upward view of the computational do-
main and the associated boundary conditions in the case of 0°
inclination angle.
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4.1 Meshing and computing

Symmetry boundary conditions were used on lateral sides,
bottom and top of the computational domain. While perfectly
valid for the sides, this has to be discussed for the bottom and
the top of the domain in the case of angled geometries. In-
deed, this condition assumed that the domain was a subset
of an infinite periodic domain, which was not the case ver-
tically for tilted configurations. Other authors have already
discussed the question of the choice of the lateral boundary
conditions in this kind of case (47). They showed that this
choice has a minor impact provided the mesh it sufficiently
refined - which was thought to be the case here. Following
their recommendations, we used symmetry boundary condi-
tions for the bottom and top boundaries. Nevertheless, the
impact of this choice would be later assessed by considering
the results obtained on computational domains of increasing
vertical size. Still a base unit height had to be proposed first.
In our case, we chose to use the same value as the base unit
length.

In addition to boundary conditions, physical properties had
to be specified. They were taken has those of water at 20 °C
for the fluid (ν = 1.00 10−6 m2/s) and CO2 for the solute
(D = 1.71 10−9 m2/s, yielding a Schmidt number of 649,
within Whitaker’s correlation validity range). Finally, the
mass transfer coefficient was accessed through the classical
equation for convective mass transfer (Eq. 19). k value could
be computed using the integral of the solute flux leaving the
domain (Ψout), the fiber surface (Sf ) and a reference solute
concentration difference (Cw −Cref , with Cw = 1 mol/m3

and Cref = 0 mol/m3). From this, Sherwood number could
also be computed (Eq. 3).∫

Sout

ΨoutdS = kSf (Cw−Cref ) (19)

4. Numerical procedures

4 1. Meshing and computing

The computations were led using the open source CFD
framework OpenFOAM (48) (18.12+ release). This frame-
work offers solutions to both mesh the geometry and later
compute the flow. In our case, we used the automatic mesh-
ing program called snappyHexMesh to mesh the fluid domain
in-between the fibers. This meshing algorithm works in three
key stages which have been extensively described and illus-
trated in (49). Only the core of those stages are summarize
hereinafter:

• first, a background hexahedral mesh is generated.
Fibers are superimposed over this background mesh.
The algorithm detects the cells that are intersected by
the fibers surface and then divides them in the middle
into 8 smaller cells. This creates a mesh refinement
close to the fiber surface. This step is repeated a num-
ber of time prescribed by the operator. Once this step
is completed, cells that have less than 50 % of their
volume inside of the fluid domain are deleted.

• then, the points of the mesh close the fibers surface
are moved so that they snap onto it. This step ensures
that the boundary surfaces of the mesh are as close as
possible to the prescribed geometry.

• finally, layers of cells are added near the walls to bet-
ter capture hydrodynamics and mass transfer boundary
layers
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Fig. 4. Top - mesh convergence, for 0° inclination Reynolds 100 setup. Marks: di-
amonds - increasing base mesh resolution, crossed circles - increasing refinement
level, squares - increasing number of boundary layers, triangles - increasing total
boundary layer thickness, open circles - increasing boundary layers expansion ra-
tio. Circle point: chosen one. Bottom - cut view of the 3D mesh for 0° flow to angle
inclination. View point: in-between the fibers

In our case, the key parameters of this procedure were:
the number of consecutive divisions prescribed by the oper-
ator, the initial mesh size and the number and shape of cells
boundary layer. They are discussed in the coming Section.

Once the mesh had been generated, the fluid flow equa-
tions were computed with simpleFoam solver, which uses
SIMPLEC algorithm to compute a Navier-Stokes equations
steady state solution. After fluid flow calculation, solute con-
centration was computed using scalarTransportFoam solver.
Second order schemes, with flux limiter, were used for spatial
discretization. Convergence criteria for all solutions were set
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at 10−6. Meshing and computations steps were both CPU
and RAM intensive. To face the need for computational
power, we used part the ROMEO cluster - 8 nodes, 16 cores
(Intel Skylake 6132 @ 2,6 GHz) and 32 Go DDR4 per node
-. The classical run time was 6 hours, the three quarter of it
being the mesh generation procedure.

4 2. Mesh and computational domain size conver-
gences

Mesh convergence was led on one base unit, at 0° inclina-
tion angle for a Reynolds number of 100. This value was
chosen as we know from former study (30) that the maxi-
mum Reynolds number value encountered in our experimen-
tal setup was 54. By validating at high Reynolds value we
ensured that the mesh was suited for lower values. Indeed,
higher Reynolds values correlate with thinner boundary lay-
ers, hence stricter validation criterion. The monitored output
was the Sherwood predicted number.

The parameters impacts were explored by varying around
a reference setup: base mesh cell size 10 µm (1/30 of the
fiber diameter), 3 levels of refinement following surface de-
tection, addition of 3 boundary layers, with relative size of
15 % and expansion factor of 1.2. All the parameters were
varied. In order to speed this process up, it was led on a 2D
prototype geometry, as the 0° inclination case was purely 2D.
This allowed to dramatically reduce the mesh size to about 20
000 cells while being 8 millions cells on the 3D production
runs. It addition, this protocol saved a considerable amount
computation time. Indeed it cut the runtime by a factor 60,
mainly by reducing the mesh generation CPU cost.

The results of this exploration are reported in Figure 4
(Top). Even though intricated, the impact of meshing pro-
cedure on Sherwood number can be extracted from this fig-
ure. On the on hand, parameters increasing the cell density
far from the wall (base mesh resolution - diamonds - and re-
finement level - crossed circles -) had only little impact on the
computation of the Sherwood number, even though they con-
siderably increased the number of cell. On the other hand, pa-
rameters increasing the cell density in the vicinity of the wall
(the others) had a notable influence on the computation. This
can easily be explained by the fact that the key criterion was
refinement close to the wall, where the mass solute concen-
tration gradient had to be precisely evaluated. As a general
rule, too coarse meshing next to the wall induced improper
solute gradient evaluation hence Sherwood number overesti-
mation. In our case, among the sets of parameters yielding
values close to the one expected using Whitaker’s work (Sh
= 80.4 at Re = 100), we chose the circled one (Sh = 80.9, for
base mesh cell size 10 µm, 3 levels of refinement, addition
of 7 boundary layers, with relative size of 15 % and expan-
sion ratio of 1.2). A visualization of this mesh is available
in Figure 4 (Bottom). As one can see, high aspect ratio be-
tween near wall cells and bulk flow cells is obtained with this
meshing procedure.

Once a proper meshing procedure had been established,
the question of computational domain size could be ad-
dressed. The computational domain was extended in two di-

rections: the direction of the flow, to assess for the influence
of the inlet conditions (plug flow) and the direction perpen-
dicular to the flow, to assess for the top and bottom symmetry
boundary condition influence. We used the 30° inclination,
Reynolds 100 3D setup for these tests. For both direction,
base units were reproduced up to 5 times. In the direction of
the flow, extracted amount of solute showed a perfectly linear
increase (5 points, R-squared of 0.99997). This shows that a
single base unit in this direction was already enough. In the
direction perpendicular flow, extracted amount of solute also
showed a perfectly linear increase (5 points, R-squared of
0.9997). This showed that the chosen height (lf , same as the
base unit length) was already high enough to nullify the im-
pact of the symmetry boundary condition used on the bottom
and top of the computational domain.

Even though it could have been interesting to reduce the
size of the base unit, this would have been done purely out
of numerical interest, which lied outside of the scope of this
work.

Finally, confident in our mesh, we used the code to as-
sess for influence of increasing Reynolds number value over
Sherwood number value. The explored range lied between
Reynolds number value of 1 to 400, as values encountered
in contactor ranged form 3 to 54. The investigation above
Reynolds 100 aimed at determining the robustness of the lam-
inar flow assumption.

5. Fiber scale results
Computation was led for Reynolds numbers ranging from 1
to 400 on 7 different geometries. Figure 5 presents a visu-
alization of solute concentration fields for all the all geome-
tries for a Reynolds number of 1. As one can see, the code
qualitatively reproduced the phenomena that were expected,
namely, a sharp gradient in the part of the fiber facing the
flow, and a looser one in its wake. In addition, from the hor-
izontal cut planes, one can have a closer look at the wake
structure. A slightly longer wake could be observed for the
central cylinder. This can be explained by the fact that for
this cylinder, the boundary layer can develop from the stag-
nation point until the back of the cylinder, while only on half
of it for the two first cut cylinders. Still, it was though to have
only a minor effect on the Sherwood number determination,
as domain extension in the flow direction (Sec. 4.2) yielded
an highly linear increase (R-squared of 0.99997). From this,
one can also see the impact of the closeness of the packing.
Classically, a single cylinder wake would exhibit smooth so-
lute concentration decrease. This is not the case here, as sur-
rounding fibers forced the fluid to accelerate on the back on
the central fiber, constraining the boundary layer. This also
explains why lengthening the computational domain in Sec-
tion 4.2 led to a perfectly linear increase of the solute flow.
Indeed, bulk solute concentration remained almost null in all
the consecutive base units ensuring gradient, hence transfer
potential, conservation.

Confident in the fact that the solver produced no artefacts, a
more quantitative comparison was undergone. To do so, com-
puted Sherwood number values were plotted versus Reynolds
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6.1 Upscaling procedure

Fig. 5. Visualization of the solute concentration for all the inclination angles (starting by 0°) for a Reynolds number of 1. Flow direction: left to right. Colormap: solute
concentration, red: 1 mol/m3, deep blue: 0 mol/m3
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Fig. 6. Sherwood number versus Reynolds number for all the geometries and
Whitaker correlation (shaded area ± 25 %) - to compare to 0° inclination -

number and compared to Whitaker correlation (Fig. 6). As
Whitaker underlined log-log plots tend to minimize the per-
ception of the experimental data spread (around ± 25 %).
Thus our results are plotted with a shaded area of this mag-
nitude. Furthermore, one should note that, strictly speaking,
only 0° inclination could be compared to Whitaker’s correla-
tion, as other geometries were different from those he used.

First of all, a good agreement was observed over the whole
range of Reynolds numbers. The 0° inclination results were
encompassed in the suggested ± 25 % range and the trend
was well reproduced. Still a minor deviation could be noted
on the slope. This was especially true for Reynolds num-
ber values above 200. Those high Reynolds number values
have to be interpreted with caution, as the mesh may not
have been perfectly suited for those cases. Still the predicted
Sherwood values shifted upward, which was in agreement
with Whitaker’s work. Indeed, he proposed two correlations:
one for low Reynolds numbers (the one we compare to) and

one for high Reynolds numbers (with a steeper slope than
the first). The transition between the two being located for
Reynolds number of the order of magnitude of 100. Physi-
cally this transition corresponds to the point where vortices
start to appear behind the cylinders.

Second, inclining the fibers reduced the Sherwood number
values. This could be explained by the fact that increasing
the inclination changed the progressively the setup from a
cylinder facing a flow to a cylinder along the flow. In terms of
boundary layer thickness, i.e. solute concentration gradient,
the later configuration favoured larger boundary layers (as in
can be seen on Fig. 5), hence looser gradients and lower mass
transfer.

Furhermore, even though the mesh may not have been
suited for this exploration, results were produced for
Reynolds number higher than 100. The objective was to de-
termine the robustness of the laminar flow assumption. The
laminar to turbulent transition range of Reynlods number for
this kind of geometries lies between 400 and 1000 (50)). The
solver showed signs of instability (longer run time, hard to
reach convergence) from Reynolds number value above 700.
The lack of turbulence model may be a valid explanation for
this behaviour. Still, as the maximum local Reynolds value
encountered in a contactor is around 54, the laminar flow as-
sumption stood.

Finally, the Sherwood number values produced by this pro-
cedure were then stored in a two-entry databank. The first en-
try was Reynolds number value, the second, the flow to fiber
angle.

6. Contactor scale upscaling

6 1. Upscaling procedure
Once confident in the fiber scale results, the upscaling of
this approach to the whole contactor was undergone. As
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Fig. 7. Schematic view of the contactor and associated numerical setup

Fig. 8. Visualisation of the porous medium code integrat-
ing fiber scale CFD results (3D broadcasting for illustration
purposes only). Operating conditions: liquid flow rate - 120
l/h, liquid pressure - 5.5 bar, gas flow rate - 1 Nm3/h, gas
pressure - 5 bar. Colormap: Sherwood number. Continuous
lines: liquid flow streamlines

aforementioned, full CFD study on the contactor was out of
reach, as a partial section of a fiber already required 8 mil-
lions cells to be properly described. Luckily, Fougerit pro-
posed a low computational cost method accounting locally
for mass transfer inside of a contactor (12, 30). Only its
core stages of this procedure are recalled here. The contactor
was considered as a 2D anisotropic (because of fiber orien-
tation) porous medium governed by Darcy’s law (Eq. 20).
The liquid flow inside of the contactor was assumed to be
incompressible (Eq. 21) with constant physical properties.
Solute concentration was tracked inside the contactor using
classical porous media formulation (Eq. 22), where the last
term of the equation accounted for gas to liquid solute trans-
fer. A schematic of the geometry, the associated numerical
setup and porous medium physical properties are available
on Figure 7. Thanks to this formulation it was possible to re-
solve velocity field locally, hence to access local values of the
Reylnolds number. This is crucial as the contactor featured
a central baffle, considerably accelerating the flow locally.
In addition, knowing that the fibers were stacked vertically
(Fig. 1 (b)), the flow to fiber angle could be computed, lo-
cally again. These two parameters were used to determine
the associated Sherwood number value, thanks to the data-
bank compiling fiber CFD results. Even though numerous
(168) runs were produced, both Reynolds and flow to fiber
angle values in the databank did not match the exact values

encountered within the contactor. Thus, for each cell, local
Sherwood number was computed using a bilinear interpola-
tion between the closest values of Reynolds number and flow
to fiber angle.

~u=−
¯̄κ
µ
∇P (20)

∇.~u= 0 =⇒ ∇.−
¯̄κ
µ
∇P =⇒ ∇.∇P = 0 (21)

∇.(~uCCO2) =−∇.(−εDCO2

τ
∇CCO2)

+ ShDCO2

dfo
εs(CCO2,ref −CCO2) (22)

This set of equation was solved using an homemade Open-
FOAM solver. First, pressure equation was solved, then ve-
locity was computed using Darcy’s law. Finally, solute trans-
port equation was solved. Space discretization was ensured
using second order schemes. This procedure was repeated
iteratively until all residues fell below 10−6.

6 2. Experimental reference
In order to validate his model, Fougerit produced a set of
11 runs during which pure CO2 was absorbed into water.
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Fig. 9. Numerical predictions and experimental observations over Fougerit’s dataset. Left - liquid pressure - 5.5 bar, liquid flow rate - varying, gas pressure - 3 bar, gas flow
rate - 700 Nl/h. Right - liquid pressure - 5.5 bar, liquid flow rate - varying, gas pressure - varying, gas flow rate - 700 Nl/h

Model SSE (10−6 (mol/m3)2) SSE
SSECurrent work

Current work 0.9019 1
Fougerit’s correlation 1.167 1.294
Whitaker’s correlation 2.193 2.432

Table 2. Sum of Squared Errors for the three different numerical approaches over the 11 points of Fougerit’s dataset

The advantage of working with pure gas was that the sole
resistance to mass transfer was located in the liquid phase.
Over his experiments, both gas and liquid flow rates as well
as liquid pressure were varied. CO2 pressure was also ma-
nipulated in order to control CCO2,ref term in Eq. 22,
as CCO2,ref = P

RT . Finally, using this batch of experi-
ments, Fougerit optimized a correlation linking local Sher-
wood, Reynolds (Re~u being the Reynolds number based on
local velocity value) and Schmidt numbers (Eq. 23, modified
to be consistent with Whitaker terminology):

Sh= 3.45 ε

1− ε (Re~u(1− ε))0.42Sc1/3 (23)

6 3. Contactor scale results

The porous medium model presented in Section 6.1 was used
to reproduce the 11 experimental runs. Figure 8 presents a
visualisation of the flow and the associated Sherwood num-
ber field at the contactor scale. As one can see, the Sherwood
number was, as expected, at its maximum around the baffle.
Once confident in the flow description, a more quantitative
validation was undergone. To do so, our workflow results
were compared to, in turn, experiments, results produced
by Fougerit’s correlation and results produced by Whitaker’s
correlation. All those results are plotted in Figure 9. All the
numerical approaches successfully captured both experimen-
tal trend and absolute values. From this figure, it becomes ob-
vious that sole graphical comparison was not enough. Then,
another metric had to be used to compare the three numer-
ical approaches. To do so, we chose to rely on the Sum of
Squared Errors (Eq. 24).

SSE =
n∑

i=0
(Ψexp−Ψnum)2 (24)

SSE computations are available in Table 2. As one can
see, our workflow and Fougerit’s correlation yielded the
best results, Whitaker’s correlation being behind (producing
nonetheless very good results). Our workflow represents a
slight improvement over Fourgerit’s work (about 29 % on
SSE). This can be seem as surprising given the fact that
Fougerit used an optimizer to produce his correlation, thus
found the best fitting parameters. Still, the explanation comes
from the fact that our approach is able to take into account
flow to fiber angle, while his cannot. While comparing those
results, one last though should be be kept in mind. Fougerit’s
and Whitaker’s correlations relied on experiments to repro-
duce experiments. Our workflow made those results emerge
quasi ex nihilo, solely considering geometrical properties of
the contactor at the fiber scale.

7. Conclusion
In this work, a fully virtual workflow describing mass transfer
at the fiber scale inside of a hollow fiber membrane contac-
tor was to access overall contactor performances. To do so,
fiber geometry was described as faithfully as possible given
the limited information available on their packing. In addi-
tion flow to fiber inclination was taken into account through
different geometries. Within these geometries CFD code was
used to compute fluid and solute concentration transport over
a range of Reynolds number (1 to 400). All this done solely
using known physical properties. At this point, a first com-
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parison with a correlation established over numerous experi-
ments in similar cases was successfully undergone.

In a second step, fiber scale CFD results were provided
to another code describing the whole contactor. Using this
approach, it was possible to broadcast CFD results to the
contactor scale. Here again, validation against experimen-
tal results was successful. Our workflow even represents a
slight improvement over former work led using correlation
produced by a numerical optimizer.

As concluding though, one should bare in mind that our
workflow made those results emerge quasi ex nihilo, solely
considering geometrical properties of the contactor at the
fiber scale. Thus, it paves the way toward in silico contac-
tor conception, testing and upscalling.
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